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Celebration!!!

- Thomas J. Peters

Rotaract Entertainment Destination,  RED

RED 

RED 2009 – A Celebration! 

RED
RED

RED

Celebrate what you want to see more of.

There's no limit to enjoyment,
There are no boundaries for fun,
There's no hold on possibilities,

It's up to us….to make it a celebration!

or , as it is known, marks the grandest festival in 
Rotaract. It has occupied pride of place in RID 3140, in every club, in the heart of every 
Rotaractor. Every edition of has been markedly different from the others, each one 
unique, and each one memorable. Years of success, festivity and revelry later, we bring to 
you amidst great pomp, 

The fervor of  has always kept spirits high. It's exciting enough to have us screaming 
in our seats! The aftermath of  is like a hangover – THAT difficult to get over. And we 
never do! We never get over it! Here's the proof – years and years and years of , and 
NO signs of stopping!! The perfect blend of fun, love, laughter, events, and success!! It's 
nothing less than a fanfare or jubilation. Its certainly is a celebration!! And we definitely 
want more.
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INNOVENTION

Mixlogue

Time Limit:
Participation:

Theme:
Participation Points:

The place where the genius of invention meets the creativity of innovation. Invention leads to innovation and 
innovation leads to invention of a new product hence the cycle of invention  goes on and on and on…

Invention and Innovation have become synonymous hence we have coined the term INNO-VENTION. Here we 
won't only be saluting people doing invention but also those who think beyond and do innovation

 
Book old friends,

As they are called,
What would we be without them near,

Be it Chetan Bhagat, Sidney Sheldon or Shakespeare,
Here's your chance to glory

The participants will be given the name of a particular book and they are required to write the prologue 
and the epilogue of the book by framing their own story, something which will connect with the title 

of the book.

 30 minutes
 6 per region

 Name of the book to be given on the spot.
 300/participant
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Dialogues Mein Twist

Time Limit:
Participation:

Theme:
Participation Points:

JAM- Just a Minute

Time Limit:
Participation:
Participation Points:

It's time to check your childhood aspiration towards comic.
See the pictures; build a story of your own using your own creation.

MIND IT.... 
Creative the dialogue more is the chance to win.

 30 minutes
 2 rotaractors per team and 4 teams per zone

 To be given on the spot.
 300/participant

Its time to call on people,
Who think they can talk for hours

No it's not as easy as talking with friend of ours,
Show us your talent to slam,

Because its not as easy as Bread, Butter and JAM

 90 minutes
 4 rotaractors per region

 300/participant
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Scra-bout

Time Limit:
Participation:
Participation Points:

Critical Poems

Time Limit:
Participation:

Participation Points:

Scribble and Scrabble to whom it means the same,
This definitely is not for you a game,

If your mind can work the same on crossroads,
Then welcome to the world of Crosswords.

Solve crosswords which are filled with twists and turns in the limited time given without any help!!

 30 minutes.
 7 rotaractors per zone.

 300/participant

What songs are to a movie,
Feelings are to a poem,

But when we mix both poems and movies
It's sure to create confusion

The participants will be shown a few clips of 2 movies of the same concept i.e. Comedy, or action, etc. 
and they are supposed to critically appreciate any one of them according to their convenience. The twist 

comes when the participants need to write the critical appreciation in the form of a poem and not an 
article or essay.

 30minutes
 2 Rotaractors per team and 3 teams per region.

 300/participant
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Celebrating the Unconventional

CUT – COPY – PASTE

Time Limit:
Participation:

Theme:
Participation Points

Unleash the creativity within you and let your inner artist take over. Let your imagination run wild; this is your 
chance to express yourself! 

Break free from the norms… be eccentric, be odd, be unusual. Let the colors of life inspire you and make your visions 
a reality. Let's celebrate the unconventional talent in us!!!

                             
Cut copy paste seems easy on the computer

But when it comes to fine arts it gets even cuter,
Twist and turn the strips of paper to create a foundation

To look like an art of creation.

Participants are suppose to cut strips from the given magazine or newspaper and paste them on the given 
sheet in such a way that it expresses your way of celebrating any of your favourite festival.

 30 minutes
 4 to 6 participants per region

 Your Festival Your Way
: 300/participant

?A pair of scissors and glue to brought by the participant
?No paints allowed
?No eliminations
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HIEROGLYPHS

Time Limit:
Participation:

Theme:
     Participation Points:

Once upon a time
Every story chimes,
But in today's world

All stories are twirled
And as the end comes near
Every one seems to cheer.

Hieroglyph is an ancient Egyptian writing system. This system was used until words were not 
introduced.

In this event the participant will be given an incomplete story and he/she is expected to imagine and 
complete the story on a tile/marble with the help of markers and paints.

 30 minutes
 4 to 6 participants per region.
 To be given on the spot.

 300/participant

?Markers and paints to brought by the participant.
( make sure that your stationery works on the tile)

?No eliminations
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MAUSAM KE ANDAAZ

Time Limit:
Participation:

Theme:
Participation Points:

Four Seasons and Twelve months,
Makes up the entire year,

Let your creativity showcase your talent
In the calendar of yours

Make a 12 month calendar depicting the relative seasons. For this purpose they will be provided with 
leaves, twigs, sand, flowers etc and the participants can use these things to paint with or even stick 

them on sheets.

 30mins
 4 to 6 participants per region
 To be given on the spot

 300/participant

?Paints and glue to brought by the participant
?No paint brush allowed
?No eliminations
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FLEX IT UP!!!

Time Limit:
Participation:
Participation Points: 

Flex your creativity till the end
Use your partner to be the bend

Create a mascot never seen before
To make the crowd cheer and roar

This event requires 2 rotaractors per team, wherein one person has to wear the flex (used old banner) 
and the other person has to paint and depict any famous cartoon character on the flex. The top three 

winning team will get an opportunity to showcase their talent in the carnival. 

   30mins
 2 - 4 teams per region

300/participant

?Two Rotaractors per team.
?Paints to brought by the participant

?Flex will be provided
?No eliminations
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Indian Spice

ROT OR ACT

Category:
Time limit:

Participation:
Theme:

Props allowed.
Participation Points:

What comes to mind when you think “India”? Vibrant colours, foot-tapping song-and-dance numbers, 
the glamour and glitz of Bollywood, over-the-top celebrations, the extreme flavours, the different 

cultures, all-in-all, the diversity.

The people, the cultures, the styles, the mix, the tradition, everything is a part of the country. Yes, the 
world has influenced India; India has also influenced the world. Show us what you think of your 

country! If you think “style” can be summed up by sashaying down the ramp in shorts, a sari blouse, a 
bright and dressy dupatta, bouffant hair, knee-length boots, and bridal bindis, go ahead and do it! If you 
think today's dance culture is Bhangra moves to Latin music, the floor is yours! If you think remixing a 

classical song and tuning it to rock music is your thing, show us! It's all about your view of Today's 
India. It's all about Celebrating India as it is today. So here's to India, here's to celebrating the Indian 

Spice!

Reality show drama is what we bring to you
so get up and get into your acting shoes, 

tasks, vote outs, politics, fights, 
Treachery and betrayal will reach new heights.

 Dramatics
 10 minutes

 8 to 10 Rotaractors. Only 1 team per region.
 Reality Show

 200/participant
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GAANO – DA – DHABA

Category:
Participation:

Participation Points:

AAO TWIST KARE

Category:
Time Limit:

Participation:

Theme:
Props not allowed.

Participation Points: 

A team of two,
Competing against other teams is what you've got to do.

A second late in pressing the Buzzer,
You would end up being a Loser.

Get used to different levels of Difficulty,
The tasks ain't no Easy.

Slow and steady wins the race,
Don't try this, to win it you need to have real amazing pace

 Antakshri
 2 rotaractors per team and 3 teams per region

 300/participant

Get on the streets with the desi beats
Lets do bhangra with rock

Fuse it your way
Hindi with reggae or pop

 Dance
 5minutes

 8 to 16 Rotaractors
Only 1 team per region.

 Desi Rock - i.e., western song, Indian Dance, Indian Song western dance.

200/participant
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R-ENCORE

Category:
Participation:

Rounds
Day 1

Day 2

Participation Points:

If you have a good voice,
Then make the right choice.

Come to this one place,
Where you can race.
With the right pace,

Create your own space.

 Singing
 Maximum 10 Rotaractors per region

?Eliminations - 1 hour : Each singer sings two songs - one high pitch, one low pitch.
?10 participants per zone

?1 stanza to be sung, 1 min per song.

?For finals, karaoke competition will be held. Song list will be given from which each singer should 
book their song.

?2 minutes per song 

 500/participant
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ROTARACT'S GOT TALENT

Individual or team performances
Participation:

Any talent under this category will be first informed to the Regional Head/Contingent Leader and on 
consultation with Team Red the talents to be showcased will be decided. 

Participation Points:

JUNK-A-PELLA

Category:
Time Limit:

Participation:
Participation Points:

2 Teams per zone

Let's lock and pop on rap
let's laugh aloud, scream and shout
Bring it on and show us your talent

uncommon in the crowd.

 2 to 4 per region.

 500/participant

Show us the music Punk in you,
With only the Junk you wish to use.

Compose the best tune you can,
Without any Music Instruments in your hand.

We give you a chance to explore your creativity,
Innovative ideas would make your performance look pretty.

 Music
 3 minutes per team

 3 to 6 Rotaractors per team
 300/participant

?2 steel Vessels, 4 serving spoons, 4 small spoons, 2 steel glasses, 2 glass glasses, 
2 bucket, and 1 wooden plank will be provided by us. If you want to get more

innovative you can  get your own stuff.
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FASHION RAMP

Category:
Time Limit:

Participation:
Only 1 team per region.

Theme:
Participation Points:

RED INDIANS

Category:

Participation Points: 

Prithviraj Kapoor se Ranbir Kapoor tak
Madhubala se Mallika sherawat tak

the changing times of bollywood is what we wanna see
However clichéd it is you show us originality

 Fashion Show.
 10-12mins

 12 to 25 Rotaractors

 Bollywood through the ages.
 300/participant

To know the Glamour Quotient in you,
Various tasks you need to go through.

Say “Yay” to Camera, make it your friend
Coz it will lead you to great new ends.

Flatter everyone around,
When on the ramp you turn round.

Pose the best,
Leave out all the rest.

 Mr. and Miss RED
?5th Nov. - Forms out along with docket.
?15th Nov.-Last date for form submission.

?21st/22nd Nov. - Personal Interview Sessions for short listed 
(under consideration, as it is subject to the presence of an eminent personality/judge)

250/participant
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WAR OF THE DJ'S

Category: 
Time Limit: 

Maximum 5 songs per DJ, 2 common songs would be given before for judging.
Participation: 
Participation Points: 

Get ready for some heavy duty music
get ready to dance the night away

Our Dj's are here to make you dance to their tunes
So get on the floor and show us your moves

Music
10 minutes.

1 Rotaractor per region.
500/participant
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RED Junction

TREASURE HUNT

Time Limit:
Participation:

Participation Points:

Junction popularly known as the meeting place of various things.
This year in RED we present to you the RED Junction.

A Place where the talent of thousands of Rotaractors will converge,
To present a grand display of skill and brains!!!

In this cross over the participants will be given 6 tasks to be perform. The successful completion of each 
task will provide the clue for the next task, and if the team doesn't complete the task they get eliminated. 

With each task the difficulty level rises and so does the fun. Just a hint this isn't our normal treasure 
hunt it's the test of your abilities to stand the pressure of performance…

 40 minutes
 6 Rotaractors per region (3 boys and 3 girls compulsorily)

 250/Participant
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JINGLE MINGLE

Time Limit:
Participation:

1 Team per region
Participation Points: 

DESIGNER PROP

Time Limit:
Participation:

1 team per region
Participation Points:

Each team would be given a certain product and they would have to market that product effectively on 
the parameters provided. Both the brains and persuasive skills of the participants will be put to test. 

Creativity and Innovativeness is the key to winning

 60 minutes
 4 participants per team 

250/Participant

Each team will be given eight props and one topic. The team is required to
incorporate the props, in an act prepared by them. Beware, 'coz the props
may not relate to the topic given. Use your creative spark, join the props

or split them apart, just ensure it's in your act.

 45 minutes
 4 Rotaractors per team

 250/Participant
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Fairy-toon Fiasco

BALLROOM MAGIC!

Participation:
Time Limit:

Parade to glory,
Prince Charming and Barbie,

Make her kiss the frog,
And make your own story.

Welcome to Fairy-toon Fiasco! The only place where Rapunzel meets Harry, the Swat Cats woo Alice, 
and Goofy doesn't joke anymore! Don those gowns and wear those masks, and show us your parade with 

some great panache!! 

Make magic, celebrate dance,
Do the samba and create trance,

Waltz or tango one and all,
And jive in musical hall.

Mix n match and create a dance form. Use any form or forms of ballroom dancing and break into a 
performance after a fashionable display of your costumes.

 25 - 35 persons and 1 team per region.
 15 minutes (encompassing both, the parade and the dance)
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A few pointers:

hooplas, streamers, umbrellas and frisbees
1. Each region must have a regional shout and a fairy-toon fiasco name.

2. It is compulsory to use  in your performance.
3. Please note, that the parade will be followed by the dance. The performers for the parade and the dance 

must remain the same.
4. The CD's of the carnival songs must be submitted in advance.

5. The dance forms must be forms of ballroom dancing. (E.g. Jive, Samba, Salsa,etc.)
6. There will be points for the Best Parade and Best Fairy-toon dance.
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DAY 1 - 5th December, 2009
SR. TIME EVENT AVENUE

1 09.00-10.00 Registration Admin

2 10.00-10.20 Inauguration Admin

3 10.20-11.00 Treasure Hunt Crossover

4 10.20-11.00 Mixlogue Literary Arts

5 10.30-11.30 Gaano-da-Dhaba Performing Arts

6 10.45-11.30 Cut Copy Paste Fine Arts

7 11.30-12.45 Gaano-da-Dhaba Performing Arts

8 12.00-12.45 Mausam ke Andaaz Fine Arts

9 12.00-13.00 Jingle Mingle Crossover

10 12.45-14.15 Just A Minute (JAM) Literary Arts

11 12.45-13.30 RED Indians Campaign Performing Arts

12 13.00-14.00 R-Encore (Elims) Performing Arts

13 14.15-15.30 Designer Prop Crossover

14 14.15-15.30 Hieroglyphs Fine Arts

15 14.15-15.30 Sra - bout Literary Arts

16 15.30-16.30 Junk-a-Pella Performing Arts

17 15.45-16.30 Critical Poems Literary Arts

18 15.30-16.15 Flex it up! Fine Arts

19 16.30-19.30 Carnival Carnival
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DAY 2 - 6th December, 2009
SR. TIME EVENT AVENUE

1 10.00-11.00 Registration Admin

2 11.00-12.30 Rot or Act (Dramatics) Performing Arts

3 12.45-14.00 Rotaract’s Got Talent Performing Arts

4 14.15-16.15 Aao Twist Karein (Dance) Performing Arts

5 14.15-16.15 R-Encore (Singing) - Finals Performing Arts

6 16.15-17.00 RED Indians (Mr. & Ms. RED) -  Finals Performing Arts

7 17.00-18.00 Fashion Ramp Performing Arts

8 18.00-18.30 Valedictory Admin

9 18.45-19.30 War of the DJ’s Performing Arts

10 19.30-20.00 Prize Distribution Admin
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Rules & Regulations:

1. The last date for submission of registration details and contingent lists is November 28, 2009, 5 
p.m.

2. The rules and submission dates for various events will hold as mentioned under them and not as 
stated above, if it is before the above date.

3. Registration fees – 
Rs. 50/- for every participating Rotaractor (Rotaractors having the Rotaract Identity Card) for 
both days
Rs. 100/- for participating probationary member for both days (not having I.D. Card)
Rs. 25/- for non-participants on each day

4. Registration for every event will start 15 minutes prior to the event.

5. No substitution of participants will be allowed on the day of the event.

6. No person can participate in more than 8 events over both days, excluding the carnival.

7. Smoking and alcohol consumption are strictly prohibited. The offender will be penalized. 

8. No foul language or physical fight will be tolerated during the event.

9. Incase of any discrepancy, please contact Team RED, your issue will be resolved immediately.

10. The decision of Team RED is final and binding.
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